
 

Mphasis partners with HPE’s Cloud28+ to provide best in class cloud solutions  
Driven by Mphasis’ X2C2

TM framework, the partnership will support enterprises transition to cloud 

New York, NY February 1, 2018 
  
Mphasis (BSE: 526299; NSE: MPHASIS), a leading IT services and solutions provider specializing in cloud and cognitive 
services, today announced its membership in the Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE)-driven Cloud28+, a cloud computing 
community and digital platform. Cloud28+ provides an online platform for Mphasis’ specific solutions and services in the 
cloud market place. 
 
Together with HPE, Mphasis is further strengthening its hybrid capabilities being deployed across cloud environments. 
Powered by Mphasis’ X2C2 

TM
 formula, an industry-specific framework designed to transform enterprises by harnessing 

the power of cognitive technologies and rich data resident in enterprises, the Cloud28+ collaboration will benefit cus-
tomers through: 
 

• Access to an extensive cloud services catalog, containing thousands of Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Platform-as-a-
Service, and Software-as-a-Service offerings, as well as professional services, cloud software, and deployable 
apps 

• A go-to-market accelerator, allowing new go-to-market opportunities and return on investment for digital prod-
ucts and services 

• A custom service aggregator that federates offerings and partners linked to customer’s industry or specific use 
cases 

 
“Mphasis is thrilled to join Cloud28+’s trusted community to accelerate our X2C2

TM framework that combines a unique 
formula of integrated cloud and cognitive technologies, providing agile digital innovation for our customers. This 
partnership enables a collaborative approach as we can showcase our deep domain expertise through our 
hyperpersonalized services and offerings,” said Elango R, President – HPE Business Unit at Mphasis. “By leveraging 
Cloud28+’s unique online platform, we’re able to establish new partnerships and build customer relations.” 
 
Mphasis has published its solutions/products in Cloud28+’s online community global service database: 

• DeepInsights 
• InfraGenie 
• ComPASS 

 
“Central to Cloud28+ is our focus on enabling learning and connections between customers and partners,” said Xavier 
Poisson Gouyou Beauchamps, Vice President, Cloud28+ and Service Providers Worldwide, HPE. “Having Mphasis’ 
cloud and cognitive offerings, as well as their active participation in the community, will only enhance our ecosystem 
and ability to help people easily find the right, trusted solutions to match their business needs.” 
 
About Mphasis 
Mphasis (BSE: 526299; NSE: MPHASIS) enables customers to reimagine their digital future by applying a unique formula 
of integrated cloud and cognitive technology. Mphasis X2C2 

TM
 formula for success, (anything to cloud powered by 

cognitive), drives multi-dimensions of business value with an integrated consumer-centric Front to Back Digital 
TransformationTM, enabling Business Operations and Technology Transformation. Mphasis applies advancements in 
cognitive and cloud to traditional application and infrastructure services to bring much needed efficiency and cost 
effectiveness. Mphasis’ core reference architectures and tools, combined with domain expertise and hyper 
specialization are the foundation for building strong relationships with marquee clients. Click here to know more. 
 
About Cloud28+ 
Cloud28+ is a growing hybrid IT community and digital business platform for HPE partners and customers. It helps part-
ners create new alliances, while expanding their offerings and market visibility. It gives customers one place to go to find 
trusted, enterprise cloud services that meet their specific workload or regulatory requirements. Today, Cloud28+ is the 
world’s largest cloud aggregator with a community of over 700 HPE partners – including service providers, ISVs, solution 
providers, distributors, systems integrators, and some universities and government institutions – located in over 62 
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countries. The platform hosts a worldwide solutions catalog that contains close to 25,000 services, spanning IaaS, PaaS 
and SaaS offerings delivered out of 411 data centers from Cloud28+ members in 33 countries around the world.  
 
For further information, please contact: 
 

Deepa Nagraj 
Mphasis Corporate Communications  
deepa.nagaraj@mphasis.com 
+1 (347) 268-0661 | +1 (646) 424-5160 
+91 9845 256 283 

Sumana Bhat 
Mphasis Corporate Communications  
Sumana.bhat@mphasis.com 
09902980980 
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